
9 Strategies
to

Have Your Customers
Begging for More



Introduction
Most small business owners would consider they are
doing a pretty good job of attracting new customers.

However,  when asked how they are doing with
nurturing those customer relationships, most will
admit they could be doing a better job. Ask someone

what their average lifetime value of a customer is and
what they are doing to increase that number and you

usually get a blank stare and a shoulder shrug.

Fostering relationship with your customers can not
only encourage repeat sales for your company but can

also build strong advocates who spread the word to
new prospects about how amazing you really are!

Here are 9 sound strategies to turn your customers
into customers for life & raving fans to bolster

your bottom line.
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many businesses will offer over and above their
capacity to win clients and make the sale. There are

numerous accounts of unsatisfied, disappointed clients
whose expectations were based on what was offered

but somehow fell short. 
 

The concept of "under promise, Over Deliver" is not new
but needs to be kept front of mind. Let your promise be

the standard that you have presented, and let your
delivery be over and above that! With this in mind, you

are guaranteed to acquire top clientele, and cultivate a
community that raves about your business!
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Be Crystal Clear 
on What They Will Get, Then Make

Certain They Get MORE
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Reliability is measured by results. It is the metric against
which performance is measured and evaluated, and is

applicable to all aspects of your business. Being reliable,
is critical to cultivating and maintaining strong

relationships with your clients.
 

So how do small businesses maintain reliability?
 THE ANSWER IS SIMPLE: DELIVER. 

consistently honour the very standards your business
has set, and operate in best practices. Produce what you

have promised for every client, every time.
 

Be Reliable
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Quit Being an Order Taker!
 invite your clients to do business with you time & time

again. don't wait for them to come to you: take or bring
your business to them.

 Make it easy for them to keep you 'Top of Mind'  by
ensuring they experience:

- Easily accessible information
- flawless service process & delivery

- loyalty incentives
- Continual Communication from you
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How can you engage on a personal level with your
clients (as much as is appropriate for your industry)?
Relate to them based on their world – your buyer is a

real person, with real interests, experiencing real life,
just like all the rest of us. Be genuine, be interested, be

kind, and include the ‘critical non-essentials’ that will
win you loyalty past the professional level.
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Deposit into the Emotional
Bank Account
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Train Your Team in
 Sales and Service

I mean by the pros. Not just the way you’ve always done
it. We can’t have product pushers, over-sellers, order

takers, or anything other than dedicated SOLUTION
PROVIDERS. Solution providers will listen, consult

with the customer and advise the best possible outcome.  
Be a resource that they would never dare be without.
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Express Gratitude
Always, and in unique & industry related ways, go

above & beyond to express your thanks for the
fact that your clients have chosen you. They have

choices you know – never forget this! It’s not
enough to feel grateful or thankful – you have to

show it!
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Get Real Feedback
Real feedback from a 3rd party expert in doing
customer interviews. This investment in itself
impresses the majority of your customers. the

insights & information that you gather can prove
to be invaluable & you can get busy making your

customers even happier than before!
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Admit when things go wrong. Admit when you’ve made a
mistake. Nothing tugs at a customer’s urges to pick up and

leave you like constantly hearing excuses and reasons why!
Then get busy making things right.

 "We were in the wrong and here’s our plan to make it right!" 
When things go wrong do not shy away from addressing the

issue and finding ways to solve it immediately. Sometimes
fixed mistakes can become the catalyst in  building loyalty

for life.
"I recall a time in our business when a supplier shipped rancid
peanuts that they then recalled. After immediately disposing

of stock, we swiftly called every purchaser and recipient to
notify of the product and provide a coupon for them to shop

again. Most were simply gracious and others were blown away
about our immediate response and the proactive actions we

took to resolve. One even exclaimed what a delight at our
honesty and they’d keep buying from us for sure".
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Culture of Zero Excuses
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Culture Rules!
Work to be a culture centered and principled company.
Where everyone who comes into your company’s sphere

can expect the same treatment, values, beliefs, and
overall experience. When weighing options including

price and variety, with several companies  looking
similar – culture and values will often make one

company stand out as the one to do business with. Why
not build a customer base who values the same

principles you do?
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Since 2002, The Gift Designers has helped both
companies and individuals express their sentiments

through unique gift services, and we exist to help you
make a lasting impression and strengthen your

relationships. We provide gifts for personal
occasions that express gratitude, love, sympathy,

congrats, and more. See our gift selections to find the
perfect gift for your recipient.

5718 burbank crescent se
calgary, ab t2z 1h6

+1 (403) 201-5021  thegiftdesigners.com
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